Fleeing of Black and Hispanic Studies

Recent resignations cause underlying problems to surface

By Bryan Fleck
Senior Staff Writer

Ever since its inception on American campuses in the late 1960s, the role of cultural studies in higher education has been as controversial as race itself. Baruch College is no exception.

Professor Arthur Lewin was recently asked to resign as chairperson of Baruch's Black and Hispanic studies department in what he says is a systematic destruction of the department by the college administration. But administrators counter that the department has become ineffective and needs to be rebuilt.

Baruch College President Edward Regan has been clear in addressing the situation, but did not send an email saying, "there were administrative problems," Lewin also did not comment on the reason given for his resignation, other than to say that "[Regan] gave me a reason, but I didn't believe it." What is clear is that the embattled department is down to three tenured professors (including Lewin) and is currently operating without a chairperson.

"They've already pulled the department apart," said Lewin. "There's no department here."

Lewin honored the request to step down and said that he will not fight Regan's decision. Because he is no longer chairperson of the department, Lewin is no longer a part of Baruch's administration. This fact, he said, gives him more room to criticize the administration.

Lewin's resignation follows on the heels of the embattled resignation of a department professor, Martha Vega. Vega sent a letter of resignation after she was denied tenure by the Weisman School of Arts and Sciences Personnel and Budget Committee, in which each department chairperson has a seat. Had Vega chosen not to resign, she could have appealed the decision, at which point the matter would have been brought before the College P&BC Committee.

Provost Myrna Chase said that Lewin did not do his job as chairperson, which is one possible reason why Vega did not receive tenure.

"There's the whole question of leadership," said Chase. She noted that it is the job of the department chairperson to advise faculty the entire step of the tenure-track process.

Guidelines for each P&BC Committee specify themes in which a professor is judged upon—scholarly work, services to the community and teacher evaluations. No where is it written that

See ADMINISTRATION, Page 4

Library Hours in Limbo

By Celine Ruben-Salama
Copy Editor

The William and Anita Newman library has been kept open 24 hours during finals for the past two years. Some students have taken advantage of the extended hours to prepare for finals in a serious manner, however, the major­ity abused this privilege, and used the library for various unsuitable purposes, according to the administration. The student body is in danger of losing extended library hours during finals.

The spring semester of 1998 was the first time that the library was kept open for 24 hours during finals. In order to keep costs down, only part of the library was kept open; the first two floors. Still, many students complained that the space was inadequate. "When they close off the floors it got too cramped," student Karl Bockware said.

The students were heard by the Daytime Undergraduate Student Government, DSSG, who presented the administration with a proposal to keep the entire library open. The proposal was accepted on a trial basis, and during spring 2000, all five floors remained open.

In order to determine if there were enough students using the facilities, security guards were
"This is Baruch College: it has a mandate from the State to educate the people of the city of New York. It does not have a mandate to be Harvard University."

to teach. Part of that mandate is to make sure that the students are not alone—that someone cares.

Todd, on the other hand, does not claim that too much emphasis is placed on scholarly work. "The standards should be high," he said. "We want them to be better than Harvard students, because we are willing to serve the college community.""[2]

According to the National Black Student Association's dean of students, Harvard University's black and hispanic students' concerns are well-founded. Harvard University's black and hispanic students, who have recently been ignored by Harvard, are demanding educational opportunities. However, only a few classes were offered each semester and the students are afraid that they will be marginalized by this department. Professor Anthony Appiah, who teaches at Harvard University, has expressed his opinion that the lack of minority representation in the college is a problem. "We want students to be better than Harvard students, because we are willing to serve the college community."

The black and Hispanic studies department offers no guarantee that the students can succeed. Students can choose to earn a degree in English, Hispanic studies or black and Hispanic studies. However, few classes are offered each semester and the students are afraid that they will be marginalized by this department. Specifically, Todd said that there is a lack of educational opportunities in the department. "There seems to be a sensible educational opportunity about the black and Hispanic studies department. Professor Anthony Appiah never came to see me in my office, in the English and history departments. Professor Anthony Appiah seems to think that the black and Hispanic studies department is a place for the English and history departments to put all of their research in. And according to Chase, the retirement of Todd as director of the black and Hispanic studies department is a place where the English and history departments can put their research in. It's a place where one medicine professor can teach all of the black and Hispanic studies courses."

According to Todd, there were "repeated requests" to begin the recruitment process to fill the position. In 1998, the line that was given to the English and history departments was "tough language. African and African-American studies at Baruch College." Chase echoed similar reservations about the black and Hispanic studies department. "There have been requests to begin the recruitment process to fill the position, but all have declined, citing a lack of interest from the department. Professor Anthony Appiah never came to see me in my office, in the English and history departments. Professor Anthony Appiah seems to think that the black and Hispanic studies department is a place for the English and history departments to put all of their research in. It's a place where one medicine professor can teach all of the black and Hispanic studies courses."
The purpose of the service provided is unclear," he continued. Dow, who stayed in the library until two
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Contributing Writer

It's finally happened, the moment you’ve waited for all semester long. You have
removed your pencil on the desk,conscious that every word of your essay was
incomprehensibly perfect.作文

For some of you, all your friends
might have already gone or be dis­
posing to their various homes. Maybe for the
first time in your life, you will be alone for the
holidays.

Along, what a silly word is it in a city of eight million people. You are not, and
ever will have any personal space and independence; a time to
indulge yourself in a peacefulness that would
be impossible when you are not alone.

Personally, I have been completely
without company for many holidays. After the
initial content and self-pity, I come to realize
that in no time at all. Ruthless,
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Holidays and You with Nothing To Do

To my way of thinking, nothing is more
worthless than to sit in a quiet room and
read. How many people have you ever
known who actually read? The same is true
for watching television. No one would dare
admit to watching television as a means of
entertainment. But what would you think
of someone who read on their own?

Go straight to your nearest bookstore or
library. You've got nothing to do, but you
have just read a million books for your
management, accounting, English, or economics
classes. Those, however, are the books you
had to read. What about books you really
want to read? The years might have passed
by the holidays is a perfect opportunity to find
that old classic you've never gotten around to. For
example, Catcher in the Rye or The Great Gatsby or
To Kill a Mockingbird.

Go to a community event. No matter what
community you live in there's bound to be
some activity going on over the December hol­
days. Check out your neighborhood newspa­
pers, flyers or websites.

Volunteer. What better way to see life
time than by bringing your common sense to
organize God's Love We Deliver pro­
pworks and deliver meals packed full of
people living with AIDS. (www.godslovere­
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Check out Collegeseeum.com, a website for students entertainment. See the latest reviews in movies, music, theater, clubs, and entertainment news.

Get Your Chance to Win COOL GIVEAWAYS & DISCOUNTS

- get free movie tickets, CDs & club discounts
- get the updates on the hottest clubs in NYC
- updates with the up and coming movies
- log on for your theater discount
- games, games, introducing new video games
- useful links.

The Roving Reporter
You think it. We write it. You read it.
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Q2. Have you ever taken advantage of this service? Do you know of anyone else who did?
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Success of the 2000 Accounting Fall Banquet

By Yafa Kaykay
Coordinating Writer

November 30, 2000

The event was a huge success! The accounting, business students, faculty, and business students were all able to network and share their ideas.
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Et, Tu Brute?

He thought that the leadership wasn’t significant enough. “He, being our much loved and respected President, Ned Regan. The words were spoken by Professor Myrna Chase in an effort to explain Regan’s actions in asking former Black and Hispanic Studies Chair Arthur Lewis to resign.

How thoughtful of our President, the press department for the college has led him to ask the Chair to resign. That loss along with the firing of professor of Caribbean Studies Marta Vega has whittled down the department to completely.

Another semester has come and gone and we, the staff of the Ticker, have labored over four teams. President, Ned Regan. The words were spoken by Provost Myrna Chase.

"Ah-ha! So now we’re back to blaming the department. What needs be understood is that although it has been said that there are measures being taken to increase the strength of the department, positions within it are being moved to other departments. namely the English and History departments."

Makes you wonder? If this is what helping is like then we would hate to see what you can reach us at (212) 802-6800

From The Desk of The Editor

Another semester has come and gone and we, the staff of the Ticker, have labored over four months to bring you, the readers, whether students or administrators, as quality a newspaper as we were able to produce.

I understand that there are times when the paper was not what it could have been but instead of offering excuses we kept on working and as the semester went by the relatively small staff five of laboriously worked at the beginning of the semester eventually grew to a dozen.

The learning process was rough, as most of the editorial staff, including myself, were new to the positions that were bestowed upon us. We have learned the ropes and we have suffered through many highs but the bumpy and bruised have been for naught.

We are obligated to bring you a newspaper that will not only be of interest to everyone but will be the ones to feel the sharp crack of the whip.

Good luck on your finals and we’ll see you next semester.

Sincerely,
Hubert Reyes
Editor-in-Chief

Quote of the Week:

“They are not leaders, but followers, who just want to continue their fiefdom. As a result, they are harming the institution,”
—Arthur Lewis, Professor of Black and Hispanic studies, on Baruch administrators

**Final Thoughts**

**Students of Baruch**

In this short article on our college, I have gone to a very simple conclusion after reading two previous articles on the Baruch College context.

We are going to learn that there is a business as an index of higher learning. I have used the last question that sends anyone, which to want is to know you can go to students’ house as well. So how are we?

Why are there so many professors, most of whom have no teaching license and have no recording capabilities, being taught in that only painfully? They come to the school, want for one semester to get to and I guess. I can only say that there is a job for you. There is just a job for us.

Another lesson I have, in the chaos that is revolving around, even to be spoken, new academic courses, I have been learning several reasons not just from students but from various professors. Apparently, they are not enough in the building to accommodate everyone. It is undeniably something, I am not the problem of the egg. I think you are being pushed around from the Peace Building that is being used.

This is what I am saying. Thank you to all the writers and all the editors in the Ticker.

The next time you come to the world, I’ll be reading your last piece, I’ll be reading your last piece, I’ll be reading your last piece. Then love you, I absolutely adore your-

Thank you to all the writers and all the editors in the Ticker.

Franck Mongbe

---
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Dear Baruch Student,
We are proud to present the winners:

Esmeralda Caceres (Giraffe Hotel)
Jason Fabon (DVD Player)
Yanfang Chi (DreamCast)
Mark Ortega (Knicks Tickets)
Carl Louis (movie tickets)
Shantala Menon (movie tickets)
Bao-Ho Vo (movie tickets)
Nikhisha Nixon (movie tickets)
Amanda Romero (movie tickets)
Aanid Hartunan (comedy club tickets)
Serdar Bolucku (comedy club tickets)

words of Flame

In recent weeks, I have been thinking that a few essentials, and probably essential English Club have been finding the Ticker and the Asylum. So decided to write this hasty note to put in there a way.

The Ticker goes through a blasted blizzard to give you one piece every week, and the fact that you do not appreciate the Ticker's stuff is acceptable. I was present throughout the semester and I saw its very low but certain mutations from a page paper to a full column. The paper appears three days after it is written. In practice, no one would find these and a different staff would be written a different article. We do not know why the writers do not do their homework. I mean, the Asylum is one of the best universities in the world and the Asylum's articles are not. I know that there are many legal restrictions in Florida faced, but I hope the editors are really fair and do not give the media the chance to release plunders or else history will not be known to them.

Kwesi B. Bunker
Independent Political Activist

Final Thoughts

I would like to first start by thanking my great Op-eds editor, Francisco. It has been a great pleasure to work under his guidance, and I am sure he is the only editor that would approve any of my articles. Francisco has not only been a great editor, but he is also a real friend too.

The opinion is that Baruch is an ideal place to finish your studies and the only thing that I will miss about school is having our breaks. I want to write to the people for the breaks because I wished my parents to be in it. In general, I like to replace the idea that I have no voice in the final elections. I know that some of you may not have voted before, but I will say to you that the final elections are so important, I truly do not see, who you agreed with him or not, to an end of my career was found, when I first was.

Writing for the opinion has been a great experience for me, an experience that I would never want to forget. It brought a great impression in my life. I know that there have been a lot of grammatical errors throughout the paper but you give me the chance to reach to you.

You can be heard; a tool that a lot more of you might have never thought of the things you write in Op-eds, most likely because the topics you write can speak on too important. For instance, when other college papers talk about hot and heavy topics like abortion, sex education, or alcohol and drug problems on the campus, the answer is not: but our very own Ticker. Yes, our grammar might be that good but hey, we don't usually English magazine. We are just college students trying to find a way to write their thoughts and be heard. So if you just say hello to it, write in the Ticker!

Sunny Neva

Yet Another Final Thought

Over the course of this fall, I've seen a vivid mix of viewpoints (often on the same subject) in the op-ed section. It is a useful medium that allows people to express their opinions, and it is important for people to be able to do so. However, sometimes these opinions can be misleading or simply incorrect. As an editor, it is important to ensure that the views expressed in the op-ed section are accurate and well-researched.

I would never have imagined that there are people who are interested in the topic of political science. However, this is not the case. I have always been interested in the political science field, and it is important to me to be able to express my views on this topic. However, I think that there are many misconceptions about political science, and I hope that this article will help to clarify some of these misunderstandings.

I believe that it is essential for people to express their opinions, but it is also important to ensure that these opinions are well-researched and accurate. As an editor, it is important to ensure that the views expressed in the op-ed section are accurate and well-researched. It is important to ensure that the views expressed in the op-ed section are accurate and well-researched.

The Ticker is always looking for promising men and women with the ability to express themselves clearly and concisely on various issues of the day. Are you one of them? Be one of the few, the brave, the talented. If you have anything to say, all we at, write to Franckmc@hotmail.com Create a voice for yourself, stay being a sheep.

— Rob Hidalgo

Tickers Staff Quote of the Week:

"Take a Picture of My Naked Hairy Ass!!!"
Attern pts
inappropriate, but what is inappropriate? now picking an office wardrobe has become a
appearance is a sign of showing you

conservative.” She continues by saying, "your

student's appearance is a representation of
Development Center says that even if a student

or hurt the candidate being interviewed.
resume is used to judge them. If this person is
search for internships, summer jobs and even

........
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may have to be involved in as a result on their able there at any time.

who wore [pants] for a job, but if I had two pea-

Although wearing a pants suit can be profes-
sional, if it is not an issue for some it is for oth-

And in the words of Ms. Mechan, "Be-
courage to start and willingness
Companies are also trying to make dressing

proficient in one's career.

sional image.” college relations at SIEMENS Building

It should be noted that the above numbers are the target in the milk industry, but Neutrophil, a

healthful foods is sold.

to be the

sufficient money and continue to gain its market share. Neutrophil is still a

Pfizer’s merger with Warner Lambert half a year ago

Dr. Richard L. Burt, director of the National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases, which administers the AIDS therapy program, said the possibility of a vaccine is a "long way off."

But it is also a point that many people, including Dr. Burt, do not want to raise. "It is not something we want to talk about," he said. "It is a very difficult thing to talk about."

"It is a very difficult thing to talk about."

The drug is not yet approved by the Food and Drug Administration for use in humans, and it has not been proven effective in treating patients with the disease. The drug is currently in clinical trials and is expected to be available in 2002.

With its recent approval, Neutrophil has become a major player in the world of cancer treatment. It has already been approved for use in the United States and the European Union, where it is marketed under the name "Neutrophil for the Treatment of AIDS." The drug is also being developed for use in other countries, including Japan.

In 1999, Pfizer’s revenue increased to $24.5 billion, a 26% increase from the previous year. The company’s net income increased to $5.9 billion, a 35% increase from 1998. This growth was due to the addition of Warner Lambert Company, which Pfizer acquired in 1999.

In 1999, Pfizer made a number of significant acquisitions, including the acquisition of Warner Lambert Company for $27 billion, the acquisition of Pharmacia & Upjohn for $17 billion, and the acquisition of Wyeth-Ayerst for $6.5 billion. These acquisitions allowed Pfizer to expand its product line and increase its revenue.

In 1999, Pfizer’s research and development expenses increased to $6.6 billion, a 26% increase from the previous year. This increase was due to the acquisition of Warner Lambert Company, which has a large research and development budget.

In 1999, Pfizer’s marketing and sales expenses increased to $11.2 billion, a 22% increase from the previous year. This increase was due to the acquisition of Warner Lambert Company, which has a large marketing and sales budget.
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MEN'S BASKETBALL TEAM GOES 2-1

The Baruch men's basketball team went 2-1 since the last issue. The Statesmen defeated Polytechnic 59-46 and defeated Stevens Tech 72-43 in an exciting overtime game and then lost a nail-biter game to Medgar Evers 51-48. The Medgar Evers loss was like a double loss since it was a conference game, the Statesmen's first this year.

Conference games are crucial because they determine the standings at the end of the season. Essentially, a team wins by division, as the Statesmen did last year, then the team does not have to play in the first round - just win two games to win CUNY. This time off can be huge since it potentially allows a team to regroup or heal.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Editor's Notes: A Look Back at Fall 2000</th>
<th>Alpha and Omega</th>
<th>Metal Forever!</th>
<th>Quiet Nights in the City</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Features</strong></td>
<td><strong>Oppenheimer</strong></td>
<td><strong>Aristotle and Socrates, others Confucius.</strong></td>
<td><strong>Everyone has his philosophies, some Aristotelian and Socrates, others Confucius.</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>3,4,5</strong></td>
<td><strong>I've never been a student in my life</strong></td>
<td><strong>That's the people prefer to stay at home</strong></td>
<td><strong>Quiet nights in the city are quiet special</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>6,7,8,9</strong></td>
<td><strong>Semester Look Back</strong></td>
<td><strong>Aristotle and Socrates, others Confucius.</strong></td>
<td><strong>As we sat and was polled by the thunder</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>11</strong></td>
<td><strong>Further Features</strong></td>
<td><strong>Metal Forever!</strong></td>
<td><strong>of our clothes, 2, 4, 7, and 7, I'm happy</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>14</strong></td>
<td><strong>Poetry</strong></td>
<td><strong>Aristotle and Socrates, others Confucius.</strong></td>
<td><strong>to take these reports, and talk about</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>15</strong></td>
<td><strong>CD Reviews</strong></td>
<td><strong>That's the people prefer to stay at home</strong></td>
<td><strong>and the issues of our personal, outdoor</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>16,17,18,19</strong></td>
<td><strong>Poetry</strong></td>
<td><strong>Aristotle and Socrates, others Confucius.</strong></td>
<td><strong>I've always been a student in my life</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>22,23</strong></td>
<td><strong>CD Reviews</strong></td>
<td><strong>Metal Forever!</strong></td>
<td><strong>I've never been a student in my life</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>26,27</strong></td>
<td><strong>Further Features</strong></td>
<td><strong>Aristotle and Socrates, others Confucius.</strong></td>
<td><strong>I've never been a student in my life</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The Pumpkins have changed greatly, though, "Disarm" Don't get me wrong; I their magic years ago with the release of breakup earlier this year. If you ask me, the being shoved down my throat. I won't take it We've laughed as Ricky Martin shook his bon­ Aguilera rap with Fred Durst at the MTV Video appearance possible. We've seen Christina give up their virginity to them. w ouldn't want it that way. The Boys flew in a private jet of it. The jet was equipped with bedrooms. The Boys with "Backstreet Boys" emblazoned on the side (aren't these guys in their late Antar­ctica, geography
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As far as I'm concerned, they haven't really out­did themselves on this album, and

Their music is so beautiful and

Sondah declared. "Something sexy, not slutty ".

Vivian, tired of waiting and in need of an outfit
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I am currently majoring in Finance & Investment with a minor in psychology or criminology and am still undecided about that. I got into photography almost by accident. I mean, after all who expects to take art classes in Baruch College a place known for being the CUNY business school? Most of the photographs you see here are of people I know pretty well, a few are just people I know for a short while and who then I lost contact with. Some of these pictures are posed, but most are candid shots. When for a moment, because of conversation we were having or just the fact that so many shots had been taken that they grew used to the camera, they relaxed and let their guard down for a second. In that second you can see something, something real, something all of us have experienced at one time or another. You can't define everything you feel into such broad categories like happy, sad, etc. Don't try to guess what their feeling see if you can remember feeling the way they "look". Those feelings are connected to memories of people or places that good or bad, help define who you are as a person.

If you would like to see more of this when Asylum returns next semester, e-mail asylumdave@hotmail.com and make your requests! Thank you Baruchians!
f-stop

Julie Mae Dojillo

africa

Dave Martinez

insanity on stage

samia
Lifestyle Section

Health Issues for Students: Tips and Guides for Minor Health Symptoms:
Best Places to Eat for Cheap: Where to go for good cheap food around school
Practical Shopping Guide: Tips and Guides on shopping, how to dress yourself.
Cool NightClubs/Lounges/Coffee Shops: where to go for relaxing coffee break around school, cool evening/weekend lounges, and crazy weekend party spots.

All of us here at the Asylum would like to welcome you, the readers, to the first installment of your Lifestyle section. We are hoping that you will be able to enjoy this new portion of the Asylum and gain pertinent information for your lives here in New York City. As students, living in the Big Apple, we are subjected to many different cultures and lifestyles that make up the essence of our city. Displayed in this issue are some of our very own fellow students showing off their fashion and style. There is also a health section that will give you tips on how to bring those stress levels down during the hectic college season. You can look forward to seeing other features such as nightclubs, shopping, and restaurants. There will also be interviews and articles on people who are making a living through means other than a business sense. We will also be featuring students in upcoming issues who are fulfilling other ambitions while earning the ever-important college degree. As always we definitely are encouraging you to give us your input. Your comments are certainly necessary and vital. We will not be able to deliver to you the best and most interesting information if we do not know what your lifestyle entails.

Connie Chi
Major: Marketing
Shirt: Deb
Glasses - Gucci
Shoes - Ken Cole
Pants - Me too.
Hair - Herself
Jewelry - Lord&Taylor

Andrea Abricen
Major: Accounting
Jacket - Eddie Bauer
Shirt - Express
Skirt - From France
Boot - Espirit
Hat - Herself

Jessica Sulit
Major: Accounting
Jacket - AJX
Shirt - Zara
Jeans - Express
Hair - Herself

Connie Chi
Major: Marketing
Shirt - Deb
Glasses - Gucci
Shoes - Ken Cole
Pants - Me too.
Hair - Herself
Jewelry - Lord&Taylor

Rob Hidalgo

Fashion Trends

This is an experimental section which we wish to add on to for next semester. Any and all people who wish to be added on to this as our reporters, e-mail asylumdave@hotmail.com and express your interest in the various sections we have proposed above. If we succeed in this venture, you will be hooked up with free meals, free night club entries, the whole nine! Remember to reply to what you wish to cover and I will see you at PAS 1522 in the Spring 2001 semester.
To release a double CD, you have to be a big band like Nine Inch Nails, not EVEN NINE INCH they have been good enough to make coming onto the label. And getting the huge limelight, and Roadrunner pushed them to the forefront and...

The good or bad news is that even if they don't strike a pose and answer the pressing rumors facing Type 0 Negative, rumors have been flying concerning the group's future. The rumor mill always spins. AsYLuM: Straying off of this for a second, the band is identified by the color of green. This is reinforced by the release of this compilation. A "best of" is always an opportunity to find out what you may have missed, and to re-examine some of the band's work. The first album "Slow Deep and Hard," Peter said some stupid shit. Trying to...
**Wicked Claw Invasion!**

Hammerstein Ballroom 2 December 2, 2000
By: Robert Hidalgo
Art Editor: Alysum@hotmail.com

Insane, as defined by Merriam-Webster, is "not normal". The December 2nd, at the Hammerstein Ballroom Insane Clown Posse (ICP) not only put on a show that was unlike any seen before, but they have a following of millions of Juggalos (ICP fans) who are ready for an energetic night of music and wild antics. Nashville Pussy was chosen for this night of greatness and they left a sour taste in everyone’s mouth. The Nashville Pussy toInsane Clowns Posse transition is that ninety percent of the crowd had that look of they are not interested in their performance. Nobody was interested in a band that had a member standing in front of a microphone about Neuroscience. There was a large group of people that was being sent to the band throughout the performance, seemingly never ending. Thirty minutes. There was nothing but noise, until a solo piano started playing. The have a female bassist and female guitarists. The drummer lost off her hair and went onto a solo track with the other. Although her Removing was far to see in the Juggalos couldn’t care less. She was one of the major highlights of the evening. Her skill was obviously beyond normal. There was only one true show that night. Their version of “American Pie” was more than just absurd. It is Razzle Dazzle which comes from the Dallas area. They are very well known and have a following of millions of Juggalos (ICP fans) who are ready for an energetic night of music and wild antics.
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Together in silence, we said our good-byes.

"Go on she said," and touched my face.

Tears soothing but yet frightening all at once.

I went into my Grandmother's kitchen.

We knew what lay beyond that door, and as my brother did the same,

Eventually spilling into an hour, or wanted to for that matter.

My emotions came back on.

Together we sat in silence.

Tears fell from my eyes.

Like the sun, but still dark.

I answered the telephone.

My brother by my side.

But still I can't stop.

You make me shudder.

When you make me shudder.

Do you think I can bear it anymore?

You've never been where I am.

My bodies so frail.

The prospect of something better.

Another one bites the dust.

Along with the sweetness died also.

And now, hoarse from shouting.

It's infested my insides.

It's more amazing than we can

All dissipated because the
care wasn't reciprocated.

It's amazing than we can

The trust and sweetness died also.

Another one bites the dust.

I answered the telephone.

My brother by my side.

The child inside of me couldn't kiss him.

And the other the way he held me.

Longer trusted him.

And that staring, fleeting spirit.

Can they smell her fear?

Not sure where it might lead you; maybe on a cage that

On the day of his life's demise, no one knew was about

So is it worth the trouble to give a girl a rose?

Beautiful as ever, but its sharp thorns drew close.

Another one bites the dust.

But it's not right to be with him.

Who would have thought, his rose was a disguise.

Temptation

A Sharing of You

Love is not seen as sin

It is the feelings that you have within

Giving up your heart and soul is near

Your mind is lost while your heart is full

A man that I could see by my side.

I answered the telephone.

I wait for your attention.

I whisper it as melancholy ensconces me.

And now, hoarse from shouting.

Longer trusted him.

And that staring, fleeting spirit.

Can they smell her fear?

Not sure where it might lead you; maybe on a cage that

On the day of his life's demise, no one knew was about

So is it worth the trouble to give a girl a rose?

Beautiful as ever, but its sharp thorns drew close.

Another one bites the dust.

But it's not right to be with him.

Who would have thought, his rose was a disguise.

Temptation

A Sharing of You

Love is not seen as sin

It is the feelings that you have within

Giving up your heart and soul is near

Your mind is lost while your heart is full
Write for the Ticker if you are interested in News, Arts, Business, Op-Eds and Features. If you like to write then we are looking for you. Stop by the office anytime at 360 PAS Rm 1522. See you soon.
Semester Rewind: A Memorable Time
The Roger Clemens Debate

By: Dave and Rob

ROGER CLEMENS was involved in one of the most highly debated debates in baseball history. Was it an intentional bat thrown at Mike Piazza or not? You decide, and enjoy this AOL IM convo.

PrezDave: Hey guess what
KID ROB 2001: i love this game
PrezDave: How wasnt he acting like a pro
KID ROB 2001: he set the mood for the game
PrezDave: IF ROCKET anted to hit Piazza. he woulda hit piazza
KID ROB 2001: rocket IS a dickhead
KID ROB 2001: I am not saying that he threw it at mike
KID ROB 2001: look it was only a close play
PrezDave: No the sensationalized media did
PrezDave: that and the papa roach Idea
PrezDave: One good reason
KID ROB 2001: he shouldnt have done that
PrezDave: I want to know what the fact that they couldnt hit Clemens.
KID ROB 2001: I am not saying that is was necessary
PrezDave: Dude Mike was two ups today.
KID ROB 2001: that is a physically dangerous situation even today
PrezDave: He should make the затем, and admit
KID ROB 2001: I am not saying that he threw it at mike
PrezDave: I am putting this comment on

SEMESTER REWIND: A MEMORABLE TIME

"Leadership Weekend" was a time well spent by all. Together, as a united Baruch community, we learned, we integrated our groups together, and we furthered our communication skills. All of us equally learned life lessons in business, and the teamwork which makes business successful.

We also learned a lot about our alcohol intake and the pure beauty of a whole student body running around under its ever amazing influence. The pictures that made "Leadership Weekend" everything we all wanted it to be.
Deferring taxes with TIAA-CREF can be so rewarding, you’ll wonder why you didn’t do it sooner.

One of the fastest ways to build a retirement nest egg is through tax-deferred Supplemental Retirement Annuities (SRAs) from TIAA-CREF.

With funds automatically deducted from your paycheck, you can quickly build income to supplement your pension and Social Security.

And your contributions to SRAs grow undeducted by taxes until you withdraw the funds. Add to that TIAA-CREF’s track record of investment performance, bolstered by our commitment to keeping expenses low, and you have more money working for you.

So why wait? Let us help you build a comfortable retirement today with tax-deferred SRAs. We think you will find it rewarding in the years to come.

Now, under federal tax law, individuals prior to age 59½ may be subject to additional tax and a 10% additional tax.

TIAA-CREF Ensuring the future for those who shape it.

1.800.842.2776 www.tiaa-cref.org

In the event that your lump sum makes up more than 10% of your net income, please consult with a tax professional. TIAA-CREF’s tax guidance is not legal advice. Information, programs, products and services are offered by TIAA-CREF and its subsidiaries and affiliates. TIAA-CREF does not provide tax or legal advice. This correspondence contains general information. Consult your own financial advisor for guidance.

For more details, please refer to the prospectus or product literature. You can also call 1-800-842-2776, visit tiaa-cref.org or download the TIAA-CREF Guide to Retirement Planning. The TIAA-CREF Guide to Retirement Planning is a回首those who have contributed to this campaign.
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Guns, God, and Government Tour (Marilyn Manson w/ Godhead & Cold)

By: Jeffrey Belsky

Hammerstein Ballroom
November 24, 2000
7:30 PM

"We're all stars now, in the Dope Show" (Marilyn Manson, "The Dope Show," from 1998's "Mechanical Animals")

Manson's performance record label. Their stuff was pretty good, including their cover of The Beatles' "Eleanor Rigby.

Cold then entered the stage next. Their set definitely set the mood. Dark blue and green stage lights, and a roadie saw a guy who had three legs and dressed itself in it. The singer from Cold, a bald man who saw SO MUCH, to be like Aaron Lewis of Staind, and then there's a BIG difference with Staind - they rock. Cold just to hard to be like Staind. Their music is not too slow, and they should be themselves, not some other band. Only one song stuck out from the bunch, but not by too much.

Now we have the main attraction - the anti-Chris supercontinent, Marilyn Manson. All I can say is that the very first line has way more BETH opening bands. All of his popular songs were played, and Manson stood up on huge sticks like he did in one of his videos. He kept cursed at the crowd! He is cursed! He is cursed! He is cursed! He must be our current political situation, and said that the only thing he was voting for is the middle finger.

Introducing "The Pale Horse of Holy Wood, the new album, Charles Manson/Marilyn/Momona (where he is saman after), and a cute baby nailed to the cross.

There were a couple costume changes, including a priest outfit. The show was a microhype into the crowd, and then came out for a second encore, and encouraged the crowd to move their middle fingers before the last song came on. At the end of the very last song, Marilyn tried very hard to pull down the entire drum set, unsuccessful so the crowd got fed up finally at the end and drummer Caghy brought the set down, leaving the drummer with a punctured lung. Good rock 'n' roll.

cyd/Lauper
She's Unusual (re-release)

By: Jessica Rubinstein

Singer/songwriter Cyndi Lauper is one of the most successful performers on the pop charts. Her sound is a fusion of pop and rock with influences from many different genres. Her blend of pop and force is what typifies the 80's rock pop culture. It looked crazy just waiting outside, and the situation was pretty crazy inside, too, with the packed house.

I got to see only three songs by Lauper: "Girls Just Want to Have Fun," "Time After Time," "She Bop," and "All Through the Night." Other songs on this album that Madonna are not quite truthful but are understandable due to the similarity of their songs. However, Lauper's singing is playful at times. My favorite song on their songs. However, Lauper's singing is playful at times. My favorite song on their songs. However, Lauper's singing is playful at times. My favorite song on their songs. However, Lauper's singing is playful at times. My favorite song on their songs. However, Lauper's singing is playful at times. My favorite song on their songs. However, Lauper's singing is playful at times. My favorite song on their songs. However, Lauper's singing is playful at times. My favorite song on their songs. However, Lauper's singing is playful at times. My favorite song on their songs. However, Lauper's singing is playful at times. My favorite song on their songs. However, Lauper's singing is playful at times. My favorite song on their songs. However, Lauper's singing is playful at times. My favorite song on their songs. However, Lauper's singing is playful at times. My favorite song on their songs. However, Lauper's singing is playful at times. My favorite song on their songs. However, Lauper's singing is playful at times. My favorite song

Tour:

"The Circus for the Kibl, as I had dubbed it, was funny, and not that bad. I had been looking forward to the Kibl idea, but it was not as good as I had hoped. I am not sure if it will be an actual circus, but I hope it will happen.

Manson's Pet缒en material. Their stuff was pretty good, including their cover of The Beatles' "Eleanor Rigby."

Cold then entered the stage next. Their set definitely set the mood. Dark blue and green stage lights, and a roadie saw a guy who had three legs and dressed itself in it. The singer from Cold, a bald man who saw SO MUCH, to be like Aaron Lewis of Staind, and then there's a BIG difference with Staind - they rock. Cold just to hard to be like Staind. Their music is not too slow, and they should be themselves, not some other band. Only one song stuck out from the bunch, but not by too much.

Now we have the main attraction - the anti-Chris supercontinent, Marilyn Manson. All I can say is that the very first line has way more BETH opening bands. All of his popular songs were played, and Manson stood up on huge sticks like he did in one of his videos. He kept cursed at the crowd! He is cursed! He is cursed! He is cursed! He must be our current political situation, and said that the only thing he was voting for is the middle finger.

Introducing "The Pale Horse of Holy Wood, the new album, Charles Manson/Marilyn/Momona (where he is saman after), and a cute baby nailed to the cross.

There were a couple costume changes, including a priest outfit. The show was a microhype into the crowd, and then came out for a second encore, and encouraged the crowd to move their middle fingers before the last song came on. At the end of the very last song, Marilyn tried very hard to pull down the entire drum set, unsuccessful so the crowd got fed up finally at the end and drummer Caghy brought the set down, leaving the drummer with a punctured lung. Good rock 'n' roll.

Remember for next semester, if you want to see Marilyn Manson, you can find them on "The Dope Show," from 1998's "Mechanical Animals."
And here are the winners:

- Bonnie Caspers, Circuit Hotel
- Jason Fabo, DVR Player
- Yandery, Chl Breakfast
- Mary Utter, Enola Trenches
- Anand Hartman, Senior Resident, Snack Club Tickets
- Carl Lora, Shantal Kwon, Pacita Vo
- Flaviana Nune, Amanda Romero, Movie Tickets

www.pontiac.com/aztek